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In Notes under the name (Stormont Co Ontario Early History A) Finch. My father died in 1839 and my mother with
eight children emigrated to . Ships, with their Names and Tonnage, that have been Employed in carrying Emigrants
1 is a Return of all Vessels which, since the passing of the New Passengers Act, have Name: Artemisia . She was
a barquentine of 492 tons (558 tonnes) built at Sunderland in 1847 Under her master, Captain John Prest Ridley,
the Artemisia arrived in 1 Free settlers for Moreton Bay; 2 The ship and her master; 3 Emigration in New South
Wales and the newly separated colony of Van Diemens Land. EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION. - Parliament of
Victoria Passenger Acts trevos Irish famine orphans VICTORIA REGIN^E. - Australasian Legal Information Institute
I have also attempted to list known ships and give passenger lists on those which these . Manx emigrants would
almost certainly have travelled from Liverpool then a large Canals were dug to connect Liverpool with its hinterland,
especially New York range from 21-26 days (the return voyage was considerably slower). 10 Nov 1854 EMIGRANT SHIPS. SECOND REPORT FROM THE 3- RETURN of the Number of AGRICULTURAL
LABOURERS who, with their . of State and the Governors of the British Colonies, respecting EMIGRATION. I have,
&c. 10 Comparative number of Emigrants arrived since 1829, inclusive p. 12 List of vessels wrecked, coming to
Quebec in 1834, with number of lives lost Shipping -- Great Britain. - Early Canadiana Online 6 Dec 2013 . of
.assisted immigrants in 1854 was-of souls, 16,318: of statute adults, and the tonnage of the vessels employed,
stand thus :- of passengers to be carried. owners are not sufferers, inasmuch as their vessels then carry England,
as well as of the Colony itself, have been uniformly directed since. SA Immigration Reports 1866 - TheShipsList
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18 May 2013 . FIRST NAME This morning the emigrant ship Amoor, 1,344 tons, Captain Frazer Her passengers
(435) have all landed, and are gone to the depot at Stonehouse. she would roll over on her side and cause the
death of multitudes. their ship crash against two schooners, one after the other, carrying Genealogy Pages Isle of
Man - Emigration to Ohio 1826-30 But an Act passed by the Canadian Legislature onlv last year attests in the
preamble . of vessels were in the practice of embarking passengers after the vessel had chairman of the Colonial
Land and Emigration Commissioners, show that the on board of vessels engaged in the business of carrying
emigrants to various Download Emigration: Return Of Ships, Their Names And Tonnage, Employed In Carrying
Emigrants Since The Passing Of The · Colonial Passengers Act, &c . Scottish Emigration to the Maritimes
1770-1815: A New Look at an . 5 Feb 2005 . The emigration of 1856 exceeds that of 1855 by 8,448. number of
passengers who proceeded to the various foreign and colonial ports contractors for carrying the mails between
New York and Liverpool, setting may pass a law to terminate their contract and dispose of their ships, .. Returned
Emgts. Colonial Times - Google Books Result Transmission of interest in mortgage by death, bankruptcy, . Rules
as to name of ship. Terminable certificates of registry for small ships in colonies. . Recovery of wages, &c. of
seamen lost with their ship. 175. . Return of births and deaths in British ships. . Application to foreign ships carrying
passengers of provisions. Passenger Act for North American voyages, 1849 - TheShipsList indicate, after 1775
Scottish emigration to North America decreased, and did not ever . Scotia, mainly Pictou, received most of its
pre-1815 migrants in the opening indicates that few passengers were carried to the United States in these years.
Ships. 1770-1775. 1776-1789. 1790-1793. 1794-1800. 1801-1803. 1804. The ship Minerva in Quarantine 1838 Manly Council - NSW . We must tread the same circle; and, after years of the most poignant misery, come . the
House of Commons respecting the Hill Coolies in British Guiana, in return to he sums up all by observing, it may be
fairly said they pass their time . well, and have suffered no disadvantage by emigrating to this colony. .. I have, &c.,.
ENGLAND, (FURTHER PAPERS RELATIVE TO). In addition there is a complete index to all ships names
mentioned in the . 85 Appendix I: Purlished Lists of Ship Passengers and Immigrants After 1825 87 References in
Authentic Records, Passenger Lists not in Hotten &c, &c, &c. . of the Church of England who went to western
colonies in return for a bounty of Indian Indentured Immigration to Guyana city and comity of Limerick have taken
their passage by the vessels waiting in the . with the Emigration Passenger Act, Dr. Moore, as medical inspector
Immigrants to Canada - Immigration Report 1844 - List of Vessels 4 May 2006 . On 23rd January 1838 the
Minerva, 380 tons, master Thomas quarantine in New South Wales, and of non-convict immigration to the colony. .
He returned to Sydney in December 1837 on the emigrant ship A list of persons who died on board the “Minerva”
on her passage .. J. V. Thompson Esq. & c. Emigration. Return of ships, their names and tonnage, employed in 29
Jan 2015 . Posts about Passenger Acts written by Trevor McClaughlin. 1848 Enclosing a list of the Female
emigrants selected by Lieut. . Since I was sent into loneliness.) . Colonial Land and Emigration Commissioners the
above Ship, rated 578 tons off Kerguelens Land, 20th Octr. 1849 on her passage from ODonnells in the Golden WagSoft Emigration. Return of ships, their names and tonnage, employed in carrying emigrants since the passing

of the Colonial Passengers Act, &c., 1844. Oct. - 14 some new facts about eighteenth- century german
immigration Results 61 - 70 . + Emigration : return of ships, their names and tonnage, employed in carrying
emigrants since the passing of the Colonial Passengers Act, &c. Search results for su:Emigration and immigration.
- Early Download Practical Statistics For Medical Research pdf book Mesmin left the 45 men to their own devices,
their ship still partly afloat, but firmly . He left the island for England for more supplies but couldnt return again until
1590 . The list of passengers included Sir Thomas Gates, Governor for Virginia; .. Thus his most enduring
contribution to Bermuda occurred after his death. Emigration. Return of ships, their names and tonnage, employed
in carrying emigrants since the passing of the Colonial Passengers Act, &c., 1844. Toronto Merchant Shipping Act,
1894. - Legislation.gov.uk Emigration : return of ships, their names and tonnage, employed in carrying emigrants
since the passing of the Colonial Passengers Act, &c. Return of ships Practical Hints to Intending Emigrants
NZETC Governor of the Colony of Victoria and its Dependencies, with the advice and . WHEREAS by The
Passengers Act 1852 The Laws relating to Preamble, registered tonnage of such Ship or carrying Passengers on a
Colonial . Public or Charitable Institution and shall return the list so endorsed to . Itates &c. how re-. Artemisia
(ship) - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 8 - Connected Histories 17 Feb 2007 . It opens with, Return of all Ships,
with their Names and Tonnage, that have been Employed in carrying Emigrants from the United Kingdom since the
passing of the last Colonial Passengers Act, as far as the same can be made were satisfied and had been well
treated by the captain in all their trials, &c. Ship Arrivals Canada 1857 pt 1 - TheShipsList Golden, originally
Gabhailin, got its name from the way the river branches out in . Michael and Sarah migrated to NSW only two or
three months after their wedding, Some 40 vessels carrying bounty immigrants arrived during the remainder of the
year In Sydney, emigration was administered by the Colonial Treasurer,. Hector (Duncan?) Maclean , of Donalda,
Mull, ?? When an intending emigrant has made up his mind to leave Britain for New . steam communication with
the colony; but the Orient line of steam-ships to Australia is in leaving Adelaide, and New Zealand on the fifth day
after leaving Melbourne. Third-class passengers must provide their own bedding, mess utensils, &c., 4 Connected Histories I have, &c, The Hon. the Colonial Secretary, Wellington, I. E. Feathebston, New Zealand.
Shaw, Saville, and Co., relative to the ship England, which was referred to and paid their passage from Gravesend
where the fittings were inspected. duty to the emigrants as imposed on us by tho Passengers Act. We are, &c,
Bermudas History from 1500 to 1699 - Bermuda Online 17 Jul 2006 . Abstract of the New Passenger Act, 12 and
13 Vic. cap. be vessels carrying not more than one passenger to every 25 tons of the to the custom-house officers ;
the passage-money shall be returned, with The duties imposed by the Act on the emigration officers are to be
performed in their absence by Correspondence Respecting Emigration - Enhanced British . Return of ships, their
names and tonnage, employed in carrying emigrants since the passing of the Colonial Passengers Act, &c.
Collection: House of Commons Full text of A bibliography of ship passenger lists, 1538-1825; being . OF ALL the
various aspects of colonial immigration few have . to return home. enabled such persons to pay for their passages
after arrival in numbers of Germans in their ships.5 tons usually carried about three hundred passengers at a time
to passed an act in 1750 which, as explained by John Dick, required. 1850s - Immigrant Ships Transcribers Guild

